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FLOOD PROTECTION FOR YOUR HOUSE  
 

THE EESISEEL* PLUG CAN BE USED TO PREVENT SEWAGE AND FLOOD 
WATER ENTERING YOUR HOME OR OTHER BUILDINGS 

 
 
As part of a flood defence system Eesiseel* plugs are used to stop the reflux of sewage via the toilets 
and to stop flood water spewing into ground floor sinks basins and baths.  
 
Using the EESISEEL*  in a manhole 
  
Ideally the plug should be placed downstream of the house in the manhole cover nearest to the 
house.  It is very easy to position the Eesiseel* since it can be simply pushed up the pipe and then 
inflated.  In its un-inflated state it should fit easily in to a nominal 4" diameter pipe. (4” is the most 
common size of pipe used for sewage drains but it is essential that the inside diameter of the pipe is 
established and the plug best suited to the actual size of the pipe is used)   
 
Consideration has to be given to the height of  water the Eesiseel* might need to support. The height 
of water the plug will support when properly secured is shown on the price table on  
Page 2 in metres of water gauge. 
 
Plugging the sewage pipe at the manhole is the preferred system since any pressure from inside the 
manhole will try and push the plug up the pipe rather than out of the pipe. If the toilet is used while 
there is flooding then there will be a build up of waste up the pipe above the plug but at least there is 
some capacity for sewage when homeowners are confined to their house.  
 
When  the floods recede it is simple to deflate the Eesiseel* without getting near the outlet pipe 
which flows into the manhole chamber. The centre of the valve at the end of the inflation hose is 
depressed and the Plug will slide out of the pipe. It can be hosed down and thoroughly cleaned and 
stored in cool dry dark conditions ready for the next time. 
 
Using the EESISEEL* inside the house 
 
If it is not possible to anticipate flooding then the plug can be pushed down the toilet to stop reflux 
up the pipe that way.  It's ideal if the plug can be pushed past the 'U' bend into the outlet pipe and 
then inflated with a normal bicycle pump which we can supply also.  Clearly it shouldn't be over 
pressurised since the force 'could' break the pipe.   
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On some occasions when trying to position the appropriate size of Eesiseel* plug in to the toilet it 
may be slightly big to push through the toilet’s U-bend.  If that is the case then the user simply has to 
depress the pin in the schrader (car tyre) valve and squeeze the air out.  It will then be easy to put in 
and if the pin is depressed again it will  'self inflate'.  Once it is self inflated it will then need inflating 
slightly further with a bicycle pump for a few strokes until, when the tubing is gently pulled, the seal 
stays in place due to the outward pressure on the pipe walls.   
 
Precisely where to insert the Eesiseel* plugs into the outlet pipes of sinks basins and baths will 
depend on the exact design of these items. Sometimes it may be possible to remove the ‘basket’ 
from under the plug and insert there. It may be necessary to undo the U bend and put it in the 
downstream pipe or on occasions the outlet pipe runs out into a drain and the plug can be pushed 
into that pipe before inflating.        
 
 
 
PRODUCT  NOMINAL SIZE  PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  METRES OF 
CODE           WATER  

GAUGE 
 
PVC-002 2” 50MM   PVC INFLATABLE PLUG   20 
PVC-003 3” 80MM   PVC INFLATABLE PLUG   16 
PVC-004 4” 100MM  PVC INFLATABLE PLUG   12 
PVC-006 6” 150MM  PVC INFLATABLE PLUG   6 
PVC-008 8”-12” 200MM-300MM PVC INFLATABLE PLUG   5 
 
BP-015     BICYCLE PUMP PLASTIC 15"  
 
The standard hose is 1.5 metres (4'6").   
 
 

For further information please contact the manufacturers 
 

FLOWSTOP LIMITED 
 1 Kingdom Avenue Northacre Industrial Park, Westbury, Wiltshire 

BA13 4WE 
Email : office@Flowstop.co.uk 

 
 

*  Eesiseel is the trade mark for the Flowstop  range of inflatable pipeline stoppers. 


